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Abstract: This paper discusses a way for slides generation without human intervention from a text, studying the generation of presentation slides from a scientific paper and also examines the demanding task of incessantly creating presentation slides from scientific papers. The produced slides can be used as a rough copy to help moderators setup their orderly slides in a swift manner. This paper introduces a novel system called PPSGen to assist everyone create such slides. The system uses the revert procedure to conclude the Score of the sentences in a paper and then uses the whole number Integer Linear Programming (ILP) system to create well-ordered slides by selecting and changing key vocabulary and sentences. Results are based on a test game plan of 200 arrangements of papers and slides assembled on the web, display that our proposed PPSGen structure can make slides with improved quality. A client study also exhibits that PPSGen has palpable benefit over baseline methods.
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1. Introduction

Presentation slides are a helpful means to communicate and share information and convey key-messages across the listeners at educational as well as professional meetings. The research-presenter uses slides to share information in a tidy and articulate format. The research-presenter has plentiful programming tools to lend a hand in setting up the slides, including Microsoft Power-Point and Open Office. Various tools available help research-presenter in setting up the backgrounds and outline of the presentation; apply various themes; however they do not help research-presenter in selecting the substance for the slides. The conventional tools therefore require a lot of deal, in terms of efforts and time, from the research-presenter. In this work, a policy is proposed for making presentation slides for scientific papers. The main goal is to generate draft slides for the research-presenters so as to minimize their efforts and time in manage up presentation slides. Spontaneous papers have a mostly reliable structure and enclose a couple of sections like introduction, system overview, related work, proposed work, experiments, evaluation and conclusions. Different people create presentations in their own different ways; however the person generally adjusts slides in the order as mentioned in the various areas of the paper.

PPSGen maps every area of paper to one or more slides with an emblematic slide having a title and a few point wise explanations. These explanations may be included in some visual sequences. Our policy attempts to produce run-of-the-mill draft slides to assist persons in setting-up their final slides. Programming slides for scientific papers proves to be a remarkably complex task. Present systems focus on substance like sentences from the paper to construct the slides. Slides can be secluded into different parts. Each part means a particular point and contains topics, which are essential to one another.

In this study, we put forward the PPSGen system to make pre-composed presentation slides for scientific papers. In our structure, the significance of each sentence in a paper is figured out by using the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model with different cooperative components. The presentation slides for the paper are then twisted by using the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model with complicatedly ordered board limits and objectives to accept and alter key vocabulary and sentences. It has been evaluated on a test course of 200 paper-slides sets, which display that our methodology can produce slides with superior quality over the standard frameworks.

2. Framework

Unlike reviews, we provide an extra general idea on the overall procedure of automatic slide generation, which is summarized in figure 1. In this paper, it review current developments and analyze future open directions in slide generator which works automatic. The main contribution of this survey are as follows 1) Sentence scoring and slide generation is mentioned in a evidently ordered, hierarchical manner and the interlink between these components is shown 2) To scrutinize the state of the art, every job involved in slide generation is alienated into sub-process and various types of approaches to the sub-process are mentioned. The intrinsic worth and drawback of the various approaches are also mentioned into next section.
A. Sentence selection (scoring)

Presentation slides are completed with bullet points and corresponding explanation sentences. These sentences are selected using some particular process, so that they can be used to display on the presentation slides. Various methods work in a different way to select the sentences from scientific papers. This results in assortment of most suitable and significant sentences. One more concept i.e: Summarization is used to select particular summary and produce slides using this explanation available in summary, but the slides are prepared with the help of available concept which contains only sentences but not key phrases aligned to the sentences.

Y. Yasumura et al [2] proposed a hold for creating slides from technical papers. The academic papers were used as inputs to the system in Latex format. The weight of the terms is calculated in the paper using TF*IDF scores.

All objects in the paper like sentences, tables etc. are also weighted using weight of the terms. Based on the weights of the objects, sentences can be extracted. This extraction can be used for each section in the paper. After extraction, generate the slides using a slide composition template, which can be edited by the users.

Luhn et al [10] has outlined a new technique to create abstract automatically using modern electronic data processing devices i.e. Summarization. Experts of scientific papers and magazines that offer the idea of conventional abstracts have been created entirely by involuntary means. Machine uses the Statistical information derived from word frequency and distribution to work out a relative measure of significance, first for individual words and then for sentences. Sentences scoring highest in significance are extracted and printed out to become the “auto-abstract”.

Another method is projected in [11] for formation of an automatic index from technical documents. The author told that if the sentence falls with comparatively high occasion at various fixed position within the paragraph, it is a simple stuff to have the machine select the sentence and trace it for compiling an abstract or for extracting the vocabulary to form an index. Examination of 200 paragraphs confirmed the fact that in 85% of the paragraphs the topic sentence was the first one and in 7% of the time it was the last sentence. A trouble-free way to select the topic sentence would be a program the machine to select the first and the last sentence of the paragraph.

B. Slide Generation

After first step of scoring the sentences, the most significant sentences are segregated using some particular method. Well-structured slides are created by Integer Linear Programming method is by selecting and aligning key phrases and sentences. Bullet points are created by Key phrases and sentences relevant to the phrases are placed below the bullet point. In order to extort the key phrases, Open NLP library is applied to implement chunking to the sentences and noun phrases are extracted as the candidate key phrases. Two kinds of phrases are defined: global phrases and local phrases. Global Phrase is unique phrase found in an article, and a local phrase means a global phrase in a particular section. For example, “SOFTWARE” is a global phrase of the paper, while its appearances in various sections are measured different local phrases. “SOFTWARE {Introduction}” and “SOFTWARE {Our Proposed Method}” denote different local phrases, and they symbolize the appearances of “SOFTWARE” in Sections 1 and 4 of the paper, respectively. Few local phrases correspond to a global phrase that appears in various sections. Since a crucial phrase is always used in various sections, a global phrase that corresponds to more local phrases should be regarded important and more likely to be selected. Thus, the bullet points are created by local phrases directly for different sections and use the global phrases to tackle the main differences between all unique phrases. Stemming and Stop word removal process are used for the phrases. Moreover, the noun phrases which appear only once in the paper are discarded.

Automatic slide presentation is created using GDA tag set in [1] for. The Slides are created using the semantically annotated documents. Attempted to automatically generate slides from input documents annotated with the GDA tagset.1 GDA tagging can be used to encode semantic structure. The semantic relations include grammatical relations such as subject, thematic relations such as agent, patient, and rhetorical relations such as cause and elaboration. They first detect topics in the input documents and then extract important sentences relevant to the topics to generate slides.

For making presentation slides a TF*IDF method is presented in [2]. A technical paper presentation slides is made using support system. This system provides functions that allocate slides to each and every section and puts objects on a slide. A paper as a latex document is main input to this system; the next input to the system is the number of slides user wants and keywords of the paper. Initially the system converts a paper from a text document into an XML document. The XML document can comprise information of a paper such as ID number and term weights. Next, the weights of term is calculated in the system in the document using TF*IDF method. The document consists of various
objects such as figures, tables and sentences and they are weighted by term weights. Using the weight of the objects and slide merging template, the system decides how many slides are assigned to each section.

A new method is developed by Shibata and Kurohashi in [3], to automatically generate slides from raw texts.Clauses and sentences are considered as discourse units and coherence relations between the units such as list, contrast, topic chaining and cause are identified. Some of clauses are detected as topic parts and others are regarded as non topic parts. The final slides are generated based on the detected discourse structure and some heuristic rules.

3. Literature Survey

The various methodologies are discussed in paper [1] by the authors to automatically generate slides.

Inputs for the system are as follows:
1. A document annotated with the GDA tag-set
2. XML tag-set.

It allows the machine to automatically conclude the semantic structures essential the raw document. The automatic system takes an important topic on the basis of semantic dependencies and conferences recognized from the tags. The selection of the topic depends on communication with the audience and dynamic adaption of the presentation is the result of it. Relevant Sentences to the chosen topic are extracted. Itemized summary is formed for the slide by paraphrasing. Heuristics are applied for creating layout and paraphrasing. GDA tag-set is independent of the domain and style of document. GDA tag-set is applicable for a numerous natural languages. Due to above characteristics of GDA Tag-set, the reported system is also independent of domain and the adaption of different languages is of ease.

A support system which produces presentation from latex document is introduced in paper [2].

The system provides following functions:
1) Assign slides to each section
2) Put objects on a slide.

Input to this system is as follows:
1) Technical paper as a latex document.
2) Number of slides user want to make.
3) Keywords of the paper.

Initially the system converts from a tex document into a XML document. The information such as term weights, ID number of paper, etc. is included in the XML documents. In next step the system uses TF*IDF method to calculate weights of term in the document. The objects such as figures, tables, sentences, etc. in the document are weighted on term weights. The slides are assigned to each section depending on the weights of the objects and slide symphony template. The composition is done by system depending upon above template. In First Step the texts are retrieved depending on user’s query which is most similar to it. These retrieved texts are used to generate the slides automatically is shown in paper [3]. Then in next step the system converts the printed text into verbal languages. In later step the system feed the converted text to a speech synthesis engine as printed text are not appropriate, because aberrant speech might be formed due to difficult words or long compound nouns, which are inappropriate for speech synthesis. The paraphrasing technique is used to convert written texts into spoken texts. Later this output is used as input into speech synthesis, but the negative aspect of this slide generation is that it contains non-topic parts along with topic parts.

In paper [4] author draw near of obtaining a set of rules for producing presentation sheets by using machine learning techniques to numerous pairs of technical papers and their presentation sheets composed from world wide web. As a first step in this paper, a method is introduced for aligning technical papers and presentation sheets and the method is based on Jing’s method which uses a Hidden Markov Model.

A Digital Library which consists of only published documents by the researchers is shown in paper [5]. The research factories of the researchers are converted into written document and then slide presentation. As these research credentials are very exclusive and include very valuable information, so as a substitute of to refer these two documents separately, it is superior to align and present such presentation document pairs together. So such alignments between these two are done in digital library. The three major system components of the Slide-Seer DL:
1) Resource discovery
2) Fine-grained alignment
3) User interface.

In [6] proposes method for automatic generation of slide with paper alignment. TF-IDF term weighting and query expansion are used to evaluate which used in other alignment. TF-IDF is analogous to simpler scoring mechanism. It is based only on the number of matched terms and query aligner performance. This experiment shows 75% of accuracy.

In paper [7], the data is available and accessible in large amount which is Internet-based resources and robust nature of Web pages. Due to this nature, the task of information retrieval is getting difficult and complex. Some key areas focused in this paper are as follows:
1) Agent based autonomous system.
2) Automatic report to presentation (ARP), with the idea of autonomous information service emerging as the result of integration among natural language processing,
3) Web intelligence.
4) Character-based agent interaction.

The system, ARP follows the process of fetching a set of Web-pages; and then parsing, summarizing affect-senses and correlates information extracted from those and finally automatically building a report on a topic and search phrase given by a user.

The Important aspect of the paper is identified using citation-based summarization, text written by numerous researchers in paper [9]. Previously, Extraction was the main feature to work on this problem. Meanwhile, the facility of the producing summaries has not been given that much significance. For example, readability, diversity, cohesion and ordering is included in summary. This leads to noisy and confusing summaries. In this work, they present a way to produce readable and cohesive citation-based summaries. The experiments show that the proposed approach gives outstanding performance in several baselines in terms of both extraction quality and fluency.

4. Conclusions
We propose a novel system called PPSGen to create presentation slides from scientific papers. Sentence scoring model is skilled based on SVR and the ILP method is used to align and extract key phrases and sentences for creation of slides. The proposed strategy is mainly useful to create enormously better slides than habitual routines are shown by experimental results. Presently, our system generates slides based on only one given paper, but in future additional information such as other relevant papers and the citation information can be used to improve the generated slides. Also Graphical images can be added to the slides from scientific papers.
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